Abstract. We present a new Neumann-Neumann type preconditioner of large scale linear systems arising from plate and shell problems. The advantage of the new method is a smaller coarse space than those of earlier method of the authors; this improves parallel scalability. A new abstract framework for Neumann-Neumann preconditioners is used to prove almost optimal convergence properties of the method. The convergence estimates are independent of the number of subdomains, coe cient jumps between subdomains, and depend only polylogarithmically on the number of elements per subdomain. We formulate and prove an approximate parametric variational principle for ReissnerMindlin elements as the plate thickness approaches zero, which makes the results applicable to a large class of non-locking elements in everyday engineering use. The theoretical results are con rmed by computational experiments on model problems as well as examples from real world engineering practice.
Introduction. The application of domain decomposition methods to the numerical solution
of plate or shell problems faces two di culties: the very poor conditioning of the associated algebraic operator, and the strong continuity requirements at each interface. However, the partition of plate and shell structures into connected substructures is quite a natural operation; direct substructuring has been used for a long time in engineering. Such direct techniques are successful but they are restricted to partitions into a small number of subdomains and hard to implement on parallel machines.
The purpose of this paper is to introduce an iterative substructuring technique for thin plates and shells structures that has good parallel and convergence properties and that can handle partitions into a large number of subdomains. The present method is a generalization of the technique we have rst described in 25], which uses a Neumann-Neumann preconditioner with a coarse grid solver. The local poor conditioning of the algebraic operator and the interface continuity requirements are handled by the local Neumann operator. A coarse grid solver is added in order to facilitate exchange of information between the subdomains and to assure that the convergence does not deteriorate with the number of subdomains 27]. The main idea in 25] was to adapt the method of 27] by enlarging the coarse space to enforce continuity of the solution at subdomain corners throughout the iterations. This gave good convergence for plate problems. Here we present an improved method, which signi cantly reduces the size of the coarse problem while preserving the good convergence properties of the method introduced in 25]. We present a new abstract framework for Neumann-Neumann methods and prove the usual optimal domain decomposition estimate: the condition number grows only weakly with the number of elements per subdomain, and it is bounded independently of the number of subdomains and of coe cient jumps.
The Neumann-Neumann preconditioner with a coarse space was introduced in 27] under the name Balancing Domain Decomposition and further studied in 12, 29, 28] . Our abstract framework and analysis are related to the representation of other Neumann-Neumann methods with coarse spaces considered as an abstract Schwarz method in 16] . For earlier work on the Neumann-Neumann and similar preconditioners without a coarse space, see 1, 13, 14, 21, 33] . A domain decomposition method, in a sense dual to Neumann-Neumann, is obtained by enforcing intersubdomain continuity by Lagrange multipliers 19, 36, 17] . That method, known as FETI, gives rise to a natural coarse problem 18, 30] . A version of FETI, with convergence properties for plates similar to those of the present method, is based on enforcing the continuity of solution at subdomain corners, also enlarging the coarse space 31].
In Section 2, we review the Kirchho -Love thin plate model discretized by conforming reduced HCT triangles 11] or approximated by DKT triangles 2]. We show that the local sti ness matrices of these elements are spectrally equivalent, and also prove spectral equivalence, uniformly as the plate thickness approaches zero, for a class of non-locking Reissner-Mindlin elements used in everyday engineering practice. This approximate parametric variational principle will allow us to restrict convergence proofs to the HCT element. Our iterative substructuring algorithm is then introduced in Section 3 within a new general framework, which can describe and analyse Neumann-Neumann preconditioners in full generality. In Section 4, we prove several technical lemmas and apply them to the abstract framework to obtain a bound on the condition number. The paper is concluded by a discussion of implementation issues and a description of the numerical tests, which have been run to validate the algorithm for both plate and shell problems; see Section 5. Above, f denotes the density of vertical forces, mg the density of exion moments applied on the part @ ? @ c of the boundary where the plate is free to rotate, g is the density of boundary vertical loading and IH( ) denotes the space of kinematically admissible displacement elds. Moreover, "(~ ) = 1 2 (r~ + r T~ ) is the curvature tensor,~ (u) = ru represents the inplane rotation of the plate, and K is the plate exural sti ness. For a simple isotropic plate of thickness t, made of an homogeneous elastic material with Young modulus E and Poisson coe cient , this exural sti ness is given by "(~ (u)) : K : "(~ (v)) = Et 3 12(1 ? 2 ) ((1 ? )r 2 u : r 2 v + u v):
In the general case, K has a more complex form but it is always symmetric, elliptic, and continuous: c t 3 j"(~ )j 2 "(~ ) : K : "(~ ) cat 3 j"(~ )j 2 : (2) The HCT nite element approximation of the problem is then simply obtained by a regular triangulation of = T T (Fig. 2) , further dividing every triangle T into subtriangles T1; T2; T3 (Fig. 3) and by replacing IH( ) in (1) 
2.3. Spectral equivalence. The results of this section will allow us to reduce all considerations to the HCT element. First we show that the local sti ness matrices of the reduced HCT triangle and the DKT triangle are spectrally equivalent to a quadratic form based on nite di erences of the values of the degrees of freedom.
Theorem 2.1. Let T = a1a2a3 be a given nite element of a shape regular triangulation of .
Let U = (@ u(ai)), j j 1 be the nodal degrees of freedom of T. Let IHCT (U) = @ u(ai)' i be the local HCT interpolate of u and let Qij(U) be the quadratic form Qij(U) = jru(ai) ? ru(aj)j 2 + jr 2 ij uj 2 ; 1 i 6 = j 3;
where the operator r 2 ij is de ned by (6) .
Then the form Q and the element sti ness matrix AT of both the reduced HCT and the DKT triangle satisfy the equivalence property cojIHCTUj 2 2;2;T 1 t 3 U T AT U c1jIHCT Uj 2 2;2;T ; (9) c2jIHCTUj 2 2;2;T X i Qi i+1(U) c3jIHCTUj 2 2;2;T ; (10) where the constants ci are positive and independent of the element and the plate thickness, but co and c1 depend on the material constants c and ca.
Proof. By construction, the local sti ness matrices are given by
with "(~ ) = "(~ (IHCT U)) = r 2 IHCT U for the HCT triangle and
for the DKT triangle. From the ellipticity conditions (2), we can therefore deduce c j"(~ )j 2 0;2;T 1 t 3 U T AT U caj"(~ )j 2 0;2;T : For the reduced HCT triangle, this is exactly (9) with co = c and c1 = ca.
To study the DKT triangle, we rst map T a nely to a reference triangleT by the mappinĝ 
In the reference triangleT , the nodal shape function' i(âT ; eT ;x) are piecewise third order polynomials inx whose coe cients depend continuously on the positionâT of the internal vertex of the HCT triangle and the eccentricity eT of T 11, 5] . By construction, with hT and T denoting the diameter and the internal radius of the triangle T, the above mappings satisfy (17) are strictly positive continuous functions ofâT and eT . Since these parameters belong to compact subsets ofT and IR, the functions ci(âT ; eT ) are uniformly bounded on IR + from above and also from below by positive constantsĉi.
Combining (14)- (17) with (12)- (13) which is the desired result. The next theorem allows us to treat a class of non-locking Reissner-Mindlin triangular and quadrilateral elements commonly used in engineering practice 3, 35] . We show that for such elements, the element energy is spectrally equivalent to the same nite di erence quadratic form as in the preceding theorem. The essential property of such an element is that as the thickness goes to zero, the sti ness matrix approaches the sti ness matrix for a thin plate model rather than to degenerate and cause locking. This property has been called a parametric variational principle; e.g., a Timoshenko beam element becomes, in the thin limit, a cubic spline element for the biharmonic equation 20]. We have only an approximate version of this property here; however, this is enough for our purposes.
On a general mesh consisting of triangles or quadrilaterals, we also de ne a C 1 interpolation by dividing each quadrilateral into triangles, on which we de ne the HCT shape functions. The resulting interpolation operator will again be denoted IHCT . Theorem Next we map T onto a reference elementT , and let
The degrees of freedom scale as u(ai) =û(âi),~^ h~ .
Since P1 is contained in the element space, it follows from the de nition of E thatÊ(U) = 0 if and only ifû 2 P1 and~^ = rû. But this holds if and only if P iQ ii+1(Û) = 0, whereQij is as in (11) . Since all norms on a nite dimensional space are equivalent, it follows that for some c > 0, C,
Similarly, jÎHCTÛj 2 2;2;T = 0 if and only ifû 2 P1 and~^ = rû from the de nition of HCT interpolation, so the same argument applies. The proof is concluded by mapping fromT back to T. Formally and numerically, all the tools to be introduced in this paper will be extended to this thin shell case or even to thick shells. We need to rede ne the energy form and to replace the normal displacement u of the plate theory by the vector displacement u : !o ! IR 3 , and the two dimensional rotation~ = ru by a three dimensional vector de ned at each nite element node. The tangential component t of still represent the rotation of the middle surface normal vector ( t = ru:n for thin shells satisfying the Kirchho assumption) and its normal component n is associated to an inplane rotation of the shell middle surface 3, 9, 10].
The mathematical theory could also be adapted to this case but the predicted rate of convergence of our algorithm will no longer be independent on the thickness. This is con rmed by numerical experience, cf. Tables 4 and 5. 3. The Neumann-Neumann substructuring technique. (19) To reduce this global problem to an interface problem, we decompose the degrees of freedom Ui of ui = Riu into internal degrees of freedom Ui and interface degrees of freedom Ui :
With this decomposition, the operator representations of ai(:; :) and Li(:) on IH( i) take the form
If we assume, for the moment, that Ui is known, the solution of (19) 
We propose a two level generalisation of this algorithm in order to handle the multidomain case and corner singularities. This framework is a generalization of the earlier Neumann-Neumann preconditioners with a coarse space 27]. Suppose that S and Si are positive self-adjoint operators, and that S is coercive on V. Our method is de ned by the following choices:
1. a partition of unity Di : Vi ! V satisfying 3.3. Operator form of the preconditioner. The input vector r to the preconditioner is the residual associated with an error vector e 2 V by r = S e. From (25) and the de nition of P, the coarse component is uo = P e = S ?1 r. Substituting ui = (I ? P)Di u o i ; u o i 2 V oo i ; (27) and using the de nition of bi( ; ) shows that (26) Di ui:
The subdomain problems (31) are well posed since, by construction, Si is coercive on V o i .
The initial residual r (1) = f ? S u (1) = S e (1) ; satis es hSe (1) ; voi = 0 for all vo 2 Vo. 
Since in the k-th step k of conjugate gradients, the approximate solution is a linear combination of the initial approximation u (1) and previous preconditioned residuals, we have by induction P e (k) = 0. Hence (33) holds for all k, and (32) is indeed an implementation of (30 The analysis in this paper applies to both methods. However, our new method has an easier implementation and the dimension of the coarse space is smaller. (39) is simply the solution of a Dirichlet problem with boundary values imposed at the corners, while for (40), one has to compute a pseudoinverse solution of a singular problem, which is more complicated.
Remark 3.6. For a shell, the normal displacement at a node is a linear combination of the displacement degrees of freedom at the node. The coe cients of this linear combinations need to be determined from the shell geometry. When this is di cult, the curvature of the shell is large, or two shells are joined at an angle, one may alternatively restrict to zero all displacement degrees of freedom at subdomain corners. This result in increased robustness at the cost of having a larger coarse problem; cf., numerical results in Sec. 5.3. Proof. For n = 1=2 and n = 1, the norm associated with the Sobolev seminorm is de ned by 
Condition Number
Combining (43) and (42) Here, IHCT is the restriction of the HCT interpolation onto the boundary, which is same as Hermite interpolation along the boundary.
Proof. We only treat the case where the boundary ?i \?j is reduced to a segment ?ij. The proof can be easily adapted to the case when i = j or to the case when ?i \ ?j reduces to a corner Pc. Let The result now follows by a direct application of Lemma 4.2.
In the preconditioning step, neighboring subdomains exchange information across their common boundary. These averaged traces are then extended by using discrete ai-harmonic functions inside each subdomain. The following theorem guarantees that this extension is bounded even for plate-like operators. Let c < 1 be a xed number and let hl be the local mesh size around the node al. Let Bl = B(al; chl) be the ball centered in al and of radius chl. We suppose that c is such that 3 2 Bl is included in for each internal node al. For each internal node al and for j j 1, we compute
For each boundary node, we simply set
From these nodal values @ vl, we nally construct Ext(v) by
with 'l denoting the nodal shape function associated to the degree of freedom Vl = @ v(al).
This construction is quite classical and can be found for example in Widlund 39] . By construction, Ext(v) satis es (46). The veri cation of (47) requires two steps.
Step 1 : Bounding jExt(v)j locally. To bound Qij(Ext v), on any internal edge aiaj, we construct a box Bij in the shape of an ellipse of length jaiajj(1 + 3c) and width 3cjaiajj (Fig. 4) If the edge aiaj has a vertex aj on the boundary, the construction must be slightly modi ed. First, the box Bij will be truncated as shown in Fig. 5 , with 1 and 2 bounded away from + 2 and ? 2 . Next, from the equivalence of discrete norms on the space of piecewise cubic polynomials on @^ \ B(âj; c 2 ) and from the trace theorem, we still have after dilation jaiajj 2j j j@ vjj 2 In these sums over all vertices, any domain Bij is covered at most nv times, where nv is the maximum number of edges sharing one node. Therefore, we get jExt(v)j 2 2;2; 2nvC0Cjṽj 2 2;2; + C0Cjrvj 2 1 2 ;2;@ :
But, by construction, the solutionṽ of (48) satis es jṽj2;2; Cjrvj1 2 ;2;@ ;
which completes the veri cation of (47).
4.2. The nal convergence theorem for plates. From the general theory, the condition number of our improved Neumann-Neumann plate interface operator is bounded by the energy norm of the operator Di. An estimate of this norm is the essence of the proof of our nal convergence theorem. The principal assumption on the elements is the spectral equivalence (56) below, which we have proved for the DKT, HCT, and non-locking Reissner-Mindlin elements in Section 2.3. C(s) i by dividing by i and using the compactess of the unit sphere. We observe that the same result holds for any elliptic choice of the elasticity tensor K, i.e., for any isotropic or anisotropic Kirchho -Love plate model, though, of course, the constants in the estimates depend on the ellipticity constants, i.e., the condition number may increase with increasing strength of the anisotropy. Table 1 Results for rectangular plate 5.1. Plate Problems. We validate our proposed algorithms by numerical tests of increasing complexity. The purpose of the rst test was to con rm the theory and demonstrate the e ect of adding corner functions on the condition numbers.
In all tables, neum is the standard Neumann-Neumann preconditionner ( Zi = f0g), coarse is the general balancing preconditionner with the coarse grid solver with Zi = P1, corner-f is the preconditionner using the second choice (40), which is the method of 25], and corner-d is the new method presented here, which is given by the rst choice of spaces, (39) .
The following tables show the number, iter, of conjugate gradient iterations, the condition number cond of M ?1 S, the set up CPU time and the CPU time for running the conjugate gradient iterations.
All experiments show that adding the corner functions improves the condition number considerably. The condition numbers were estimated from the Ritz values for the Krylov space generated by the conjugate gradients. The stopping criterion was that the ratio of the`2 norm of the residual and the right hand side be less than " = 10 ?6 . In all experiments, the domain and the subdomains remain the same, and the elements are re ned uniformly.
The rst test considers a clamped rectangular plate (Tab. 1), meshed uniformly and partitioned into regular rectangular subdomains. These results here con rm the theory perfectly. The introduction of corner modes improves the overall condition number and removes virtually all sensitivity to h. The number of iterations is not strongly a ected by the number of subdomains either.
To determine if adding the corner functions results in an improvement for a realistic problem, we considered next an oval plate (Fig. 2) discretized by an irregular mesh decomposed into 24 subdomains (Tab. 2). Because of the irregularity of the subdomain interfaces, this case is not completely covered by the theory. The tests again demonstrate the e ciency of the improved preconditioner and show that the improvement in the CPU times for the iterations outweigh the slight increase in the setup time due to the larger dimension of the coarse space. The plate was clamped on the whole boundary. Results for oval plate with 24 subdomains
The CPU time for the modi ed corner space is the total CPU time obtained on a Cray C90 and cannot be compared directly to the other CPU times. Nevertheless, on the C90, the CPU times were almost identical for both choices of corner spaces ( The aim of the rst shell example is to illustrate the behavior of the di erent preconditioning techniques when dealing with shallow shell problems.
The problem is a standard test case and considers a cylindrical roof, which is supported at both ends and with longitudinal edges free. The shell is subjected to a simple gravitational loading (Fig.  6 ). By symmetry, only a quarter of the roof needs to be considered. Three embedded nite element meshes are considered (they are called h, h/2, h/4). The rst one has 1152 triangular elements with 625 nodes and 3750 degrees of freedom.
The other meshes are obtained from the rst by global regular re nement and have 4608 elements (2401 nodes and 14406 d.o.f) and 18432 elements (9409 nodes and 56454 d.o.f), respectively. All three meshes were decomposed into 24 subdomains as shown in gure 7; the same decomposition is used in each case. The results are summarized in Table 3 . These tests were run on one processor of a C98 Cray computer at the I.D.R.I.S. Computer Center in Paris, using the SHE3 nite element.
The last test, with a ner mesh and the corner-f preconditionner, was run on a HP735 workstation. The time was 607.58s for the preparation step and 600.54s for the solution step, compared with 72.15s and 22.68s on the C98.
We next compare the performances of the di erent choices of coarse spaces for di erent values of thickness and di erent choices of nite elements ( Table 3 Convergence of the roof test problem.
proposed preconditioner, but the preconditioner remains sensitive to the mesh re nement and the plate thickness. We observe also that the nonlinear DKT element is slighty more robust, but results in a larger condition number. Actually, the penalisation of the sixth degree of freedom in the planar DKT element leads to algebraic problems as soon as two corners are present (and hence xed) within the same nite element. Finally, as expected, the performance deteriorates when the thickness decreases because of the resulting singular behavior of the membrane sti ness and the coupling of membrane and bending modes due to the curvature of the shell.
Deep Half
Sphere. In the next test problem, we consider a deep spherical shell of radius 5 subjected to a gravitational loading (Figure 8 ). The original mesh with characteristic stepsize h contains 2650 planar DKT elements, and it is partitioned into 24 subdomains. The mesh is then re ned uniformly, giving meshes with characteristic step sizes h=2 and h=4.
We again compare the performances of the di erent choices of coarse spaces for di erent thickness and di erent mesh re nements. The results (Tab. 5) are quite similar to what is observed for the shallow cylindrical roof.
The size of the coarse problem for the coarse mesh is 72 for coarse method, 174 for corner-f, and 306 for corner-d. All three displacements are contrained to be zero at subdomain corners for the corner-d method here as in Remark 3.6, which explains the larger dimension of the coarse space in that case.
5.4. A curved piped under internal pressure. The goal of this test is to show the ability of the method to handle large real-life shell problems.
The simulation computes the deformations of a curved aortic blood vessel subject to an internal blood pressure as computed by a CFD code. The vessel wall is 0.125 thick (one tenth of the pipe radius), its Young modulus is E = 3 10 7 , and the Poisson ratio is = :3.
The mesh contains 19707 SHE3 elements and 10814 nodes. This mesh was automatically partitioned into 24 subdomains (Fig. 9) . The deformed con guration is shown in Figure 10 . The number of iterations and CPU time for the various preconditionners are reported in table 6. 6. Conclusion. Theoretical and numerical evidence indicate that our new domain decomposition strategy can handle e ciently fourth order plate problems. For regular partitions, our algorithms appear to converge independently of the number of subdomains, even in the case of discontinuous coe cients. On the other hand, our approach is observed to be sensitive to the shape of the subdomains Table 4 Condition Number for the cylindrical roof Table 6 Convergence of the biomedical problem.
and to the regularity of the interface. Our methods can also be extended e ciently to quite general shell problems, but our theoretical and numerical results indicate a certain degradation of the results when the shell gets very thin. 
